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Southern California native Aaron Weiny
grew up in and on the water. He’s from
a family of competitive swimmers, spent
much of his summers surfing in the north
San Diego area, and would often tag along
with his dad—one of the very early scuba
instructors for NAUI and PADI—when he
went out on the boat for checkout dives.
Aaron swam for an age group swim team
when he was young, was a state finalist in
high school, a collegiate All-American, and
made the Olympic trials twice. More recently,
he was elected to the Athletic Hall of Fame
for his undergraduate years at California
State University, Chico.
“The ocean and the whole marine
environment has been a very influential part
of my life,” Aaron says.
In 1989, Aaron moved to Naples and
worked with the Ritz-Carlton as head of
their recreation department. After a year,
he exchanged that for what would become
a 25+ year career with North Naples
Fire Department. With his background in
emergency services and lifeguarding on
the beach (a summer job he held through
college and graduate school), Aaron was a
natural fit for the department’s dive rescue
team.
Sometime along the way, Aaron hatched a
plan to launch a program in Naples similar
to one he had experienced in California. It
all began with a perceived problem, and
a simple solution. “My son Camronn was
going to these community parks, where it
was 95 degrees and 90 percent humidity,”
Aaron recounts. “Not the ocean, which is
Collier County’s number one resource.”
Aaron realized how crazy that was and just
started getting together groups of kids—his
son included—and bringing them out to the
beach on his days off.
In those early days, Aaron took inspiration
from the California Junior Lifeguard
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programs, adapting them to the
Florida marine environment. He
started simply by introducing
the kids to beach life. Educating
them. Teaching them about
different kinds of currents,
marine life, and water safety.
Those first excursions of a
handful of kids grew quickly
to dozens, and then hundreds,
until today: upwards of a
thousand.
Ocean Kids, which began
small in 2006, is now an official
non-profit 501(c)3 summer
beach camp and is in its 17th
season. They run camps at two
locations every week through
June, July and into August. A
typical week will have groups
rotating between activities, such
as surfing, stand-up paddling
(SUP), snorkeling, water safety,
water rescue, shell identification,
lifeguard games, and special
guest presentations, with free
swims sprinkled throughout.

of camp. “As an employee, he’s
the most dedicated person I
have,” Aaron says, “And he’s
very influential in the curriculum,
making it more fun.”

When he was 19, Aaron’s son
Camronn returned home from
California and began working
with his dad. Today, he helps run
the Lowdermilk Beach location
and assists with getting the
camp ready for the summer. “I
love seeing all the kids every
year and how much fun they
have while at camp,” Camronn
says. “Watching how being

around the beach and ocean
influences kids to build a
lifestyle of fun and awareness
towards the ocean and marine
life inspires me to continue
building the organization
and become more involved
with other organizations and
individuals.”

Aaron and Camronn have a
home base in Park Shore, which
they love for its easy walk or
bike ride to shopping, dining
and the beach. Both nomads
at heart, when not tending
to their real estate and fiber
optics investments, Aaron and
Camronn spend much of their
time traveling to new places,
trying new activities, and
surfing. But no matter where
they are off adventuring around
the world, come summer, they
are always back in Naples ready
to start another year of Ocean
Kids Beach Camp. It’s one of the
few things that this father and
son duo are committed to year
after year.

Since joining the staff in 2009,
Camronn hasn’t missed a day

One of their favorite memories
from over the years is when
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they were approached by a Leadership
Collier group about creating a program
for kids from east Naples who had
never seen the beach before. These
children were brought on school buses
to have a first-time beach experience.
Aaron and Camronn put together the
curriculum, featuring shell identification
and beach activities. “We had such
a connection with those kids,” Aaron
recalls. “It was terrific, the epitome of
what we can do, the sort of influence
we can have on the community.”
Aaron, who has lived his whole life near
the water, thinks education is key for
conserving the beaches of Naples, and
around the world. A very powerful life
experience was him returning to marine
environments like Micronesia, Tahiti,
Cook Islands, and even the Florida
Keys, and remembering how pristine
the ocean once was in those places.
“To think in my short lifetime of how
much negative impact we’ve made on it
…It’s unbelievable we have done that,”
he comments.
Something unique about Naples is that
it draws people from all over the world.
The downside to that is there is less
local knowledge and understanding of
the marine environment. “Parents often
don’t have the knowledge to pass on,”
Aaron comments.
When it comes to conservation
education, Aaron and Camronn try to
get behind established people in the
field. “We want to keep helping bring
awareness and educate individuals

to preserve and protect our oceans
and marine life,” Camronn says. They
explain how there are already many
organizations doing great work. “We
just try to get behind them,” Aaron
says. He and Camronn understand
their own role with Ocean Kids is to
“capture” the kids, to captivate them
with the majesty of the ocean, to
educate them, and the conservationmindedness naturally follows.
Half of the Ocean Kids camp
participants will come for one week,
but the other half… “Some repeat
two to three weeks,” Aaron says, “and
some will come week after week all
summer, summer after summer.” One
of the biggest components of Ocean
Kids is the built-in mentoring program.
With a high ratio of volunteers to
campers (something necessary for
water safety), the campers have
constant support and attention, and
they love it. Over the years Aaron has
seen kids who started as campers
become counselors themselves, to
the point where Ocean Kids volunteer
staff are now almost all high schoolers
who have worked through the
programming.
“Some of these kids find such a
love for the ocean,” Aaron goes on.
“They become surfers, they become
terrific counselors, instructors, and
great mentors. And they become
conservation-minded toward the
ocean, toward this new thing they can
respect and love in their lives.”

Find out more about Ocean Kids Camp
at Oceankidscamp.com.
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